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Temporal and Motor Transfer in Music Performance
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Ohio State University

Three transfer-of-learning experiments were conducted to investigate
performers’ ability to generalize knowledge of specific temporal struc-
ture and motor movements from one melody to another. Skilled pianists
performed one melody during 10 training trials and another melody dur-
ing 4 test trials, under speeded performance conditions. In Experiment 1,
the meter and/or motor movements (hand and finger assignments) were
altered from training to test melodies; in Experiment 2, the rhythm and/
or motor movements were altered; in Experiment 3, the meter and/or
rhythm were altered. Differences in total melody duration from training
to test were smaller when meter, rhythm, or motor variables were re-
tained across sequences. Furthermore, the same variables of meter, rhythm,
and motor movements influenced the tempo of each performance. These
findings support distinct temporal and motor representations underlying
performance of simple melodies.
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THE goal of the current study is to determine how temporal structure
and motor movements are represented when performers learn new

musical pieces. When musicians learn to perform a novel melody, they must
learn what events (pitches or chords) to produce, when to produce the
events (timing), and how to produce the events (motor movements). Per-
formers can learn musical pieces at many levels of representation that in-
clude cognitive and motoric aspects of sequence structure (Chaffin & Imreh,
2002; Palmer & Meyer, 2000; Palmer & van de Sande, 1993). Studies of
sequence learning in other domains have focused on effector-specific (mo-
toric) and effector-independent representations (Cohen, Ivry, & Keele, 1990;
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Grafton, Hazeltine, & Ivry, 1998) but few have addressed how motoric
and temporal aspects of sequences are combined in tasks as rich as music
performance.

Although the timing of individual elements is an explicit goal of music
performance that has been a focus of much study (see Clarke, 1999;
Gabrielsson, 1999; Palmer, 1997 for reviews), less is known about how
performers encode temporal and motor dimensions when learning musical
sequences. Knowledge of when to produce an event may be specified in
terms of a set of effector-specific motor movements, or it may be abstract
and independent of the necessary movements. Some researchers have ar-
gued that representations of timing in sequence production are not effec-
tor-specific (MacKay, 1982, 1987; Semjen & Ivry, 2001). Although sup-
port for effector-independent sequence representations has been reported
in language production and music performance (MacKay & Bowman, 1969;
Palmer & Meyer, 2000), these studies did not address temporal aspects of
sequence structure. The time at which sequence events should occur must
ultimately influence the motor act of producing those events, and it is pos-
sible that temporal and motoric levels of representation might interact in
learning musical sequences.

We investigate the relationship between two types of temporal structure
in music: rhythm and meter, and their relation to motor movements as
performers learn musical sequences. Rhythm refers here to the relative du-
rations of sequence events (the pattern of interonset intervals, or IOIs), and
meter refers to the hierarchical periodic structure of musical beats. Three
experiments are reported that address the following issues in music perfor-
mance: (1) which temporal and motoric aspects of musical sequences are
represented during learning, (2) whether temporal aspects of musical se-
quences are represented in terms of motor movements, and (3) whether
different temporal structures (meter and rhythm) are represented in an in-
dependent or interactive manner.

Effector Movements in Learning Musical Sequences

Some theories of sequence learning propose abstract representations that
are independent of the specific effector movements used to generate the
sequence (Ivry, 1996; Keele, 1981). For example, handwriting samples pro-
duced with different effectors (such as different hands or feet) by the same
person tend to be similar, even though different muscles are used for each
instance, implying that some representation of handwriting exists indepen-
dently of the motor movements necessary to execute the action (Bernstein,
1967; Ivry, 1996). Transfer-of-learning tasks have been used to demon-
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strate evidence for effector-independent sequence representations; transfer
of learning refers to a change in response on a novel task as a function of
experience on a prior task. Transfer of learning across effector movements
was demonstrated for keypress sequences that were produced with differ-
ent arm or finger movements (Cohen et al., 1990; Keele, Cohen, & Ivry,
1990) and for sentences produced by bilinguals in different languages
(MacKay & Bowman, 1969). These studies and others (see also Grafton et
al., 1998) suggest that some encoding during learning occurs at an abstract
level that is independent of the particular effectors used to perform the
task.

Using a transfer-of-learning paradigm, Palmer and Meyer (2000) tested
effector independence in piano performance. Skilled pianists performed a
novel melody as quickly as possible during training. At test, pianists per-
formed another musical sequence with either the same or different melodic
(pitch order) structure and either the same or different motor (hand and
finger) movements. The most transfer in melody duration was observed
when the same pitch order was retained from training to test; changes in
motor movements did not affect their rate of performance. These results
suggested that melodies were learned primarily in terms of their concep-
tual, rather than motoric aspects. However, novice child pianists perform-
ing the same task demonstrated transfer only to sequences with identical
motor and melodic dimensions; more experienced child pianists showed
transfer on both the motor and the melodic dimensions. These findings
suggested that less skilled performers represented musical sequences in terms
of both melodic (nonmotoric) and motoric aspects, and skilled performers
represented them primarily in terms of melodic (nonmotoric) aspects.

These transfer-of-learning studies did not investigate whether temporal
aspects of the sequences were learned; for example, Palmer and Meyer’s
(2000) notated musical sequences contained isochronous pitches. The rep-
resentation of temporal structure in piano performance, for example, may
be in terms of abstract codes or in terms of specified arrival times of fingers
on keys. The transfer-of-learning experiments presented here address
whether representations of temporal structure are abstract or motoric in
music performance. In the next section, we address the role of two tempo-
ral structures in music performance: rhythm and meter.

Temporal Structures in Musical Sequence Learning

Rhythm, defined here as the pattern of IOIs in a melodic sequence, is an
important psychological dimension of temporal structure not only in mu-
sic but in many types of sequences (Martin, 1972; Rosenbaum, 1991; Shaffer,
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1982). Some have suggested that rhythm is represented independently of
motor movements in sequence learning (Schmidt, 1975). According to pro-
posals of generalized motor programs (Schmidt, 1975; Vorberg & Wing,
1996), centrally stored patterns specify the relative timing of commands in
abstract (nonmotoric) form, which is input to a motor system that pro-
duces a temporally structured output. Thus, these proposals suggest that the
representation of a sequence’s temporal structure is not effector-specific.

Meter, another important dimension of temporal structure in music, is a
hierarchical structure of alternating strong and weak beats or pulses (the tem-
poral units of a musical sequence) that form accents (Cooper & Meyer, 1960;
Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983). The beats that compose each hierarchical level
are (approximately) equally spaced apart in time; beats occurring at larger
periods define higher metrical levels, and beats occurring at smaller periods
define lower metrical levels. Shaffer, Clarke, and Todd (1985) proposed that
performers’ representations of musical meter are abstract (nonmotoric), whereas
representations of rhythm are motoric. Following Wing and Kristofferson’s
(1973) two-stage model of timekeeping, they proposed a central timekeeper
that operates at one hierarchical level of metrical structure, and motor proce-
dures that specify movement patterns of rhythms operating at lower levels
(Shaffer, 1982; Shaffer et al., 1985). The first two experiments reported here
extend this prediction to test whether representations of rhythm are motoric
(effector-specific) and of meter are nonmotoric (effector-independent).

We also address whether performers represent the different temporal
structures (meter and rhythm) of music independently. Some music theo-
rists have suggested that meter and rhythm do not function independently
of each other (Cooper & Meyer, 1960; Hasty, 1997); meter may function
as a rule system that generates appropriate rhythms (Longuet-Higgins &
Lee, 1982; Shaffer et al., 1985). Some perceptual theories also predict an
interaction between meter and rhythm (Longuet-Higgins & Lee, 1982;
Parncutt, 1994; Povel & Essens, 1985). In Parncutt’s (1994) model, the
perception of meter is a function of the tempo and rhythm in a sequence. In
Povel and Essens’ (1985) model, listeners find the best regular (metrical)
internal clock for a rhythmic pattern; the clock that conflicts the least with
the rhythm provides the best fit and is perceived as the beat. In Longuet-
Higgins and Lee’s (1982) model, listeners alter or confirm their perception
of the meter for a rhythmically varying sequence as each new IOI occurs.
Meter and rhythm interact because the perception of a meter affects subse-
quent rhythm perception, and the perception of the rhythmic pattern can
influence the perceived meter. Although there is less known about relation-
ships among rhythm and meter in performance, some evidence from ex-
pressive timing in performance suggests that rhythmic relationships domi-
nate metrical relationships when the two conflict (Drake & Palmer, 1993).
The final experiment presented here investigates the relationship between
meter and rhythm in performers’ transfer of learning.
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We contrast performers’ representations of temporal and motor structure
in three experiments, using a transfer-of-learning paradigm. In each experi-
ment, skilled pianists were trained on one novel melody and then performed
another melody at test, under speeded conditions. Specific transfer, or transfer
that can be attributed to specific relationships between two tasks (Underwood,
1983), is commonly measured in performance under speeded conditions by
the difference in task duration from the end of training to test. We measured
musical transfer similarly here, in terms of the difference in pianists’ total melody
duration from the end of training to test. In Experiment 1, the meter and/or
the required motor (hand and finger) movements for the musical sequences
were altered from training to test to address whether meter is an effector-
specific component of sequence representations. In Experiment 2, the rhythm
and/or the motor movements for the musical sequences were altered from
training to test to study whether rhythm is an abstract or motoric component
of sequence representations. In Experiment 3, the meter and/or the rhythm of
musical sequences were altered from training to test in order to identify whether
these temporal structures are represented independently.

To address the role of temporal and motor structures independent of
other melodic variables, the melodies contained the same serial ordering of
pitches across training and test in each experiment. The serial order of
movements and of pitches are often correlated in piano performance. For
example, keypresses by the thumb followed by the little finger of the right
hand produce an ascending melodic contour of pitches, and keypresses
generated by the little finger followed by the thumb produce a descending
contour of pitches. The musical sequences used in Experiment 1, shown in
Figure 1, demonstrate how the serial ordering of pitches was kept constant
while the hand and finger movements were altered: numbers under each
musical example indicate the instructed finger movements for the hand
assigned (1 = thumb, 5 = little finger). The independent manipulation of
meter, rhythm, and motor movements with serial ordering of pitches held
constant allows us to evaluate the temporal and motor components of se-
quence learning independence of possible pitch-ordering factors. Meter,
rhythm, and motor movements are independently manipulated in pairs
across three experiments (as opposed to their simultaneous manipulation
in a single experiment, to avoid the use of stimuli that are too artificial).

Experiment 1: Meter and Motor Movements

Experiment 1 investigated the role of meter and motor movements in
performers’ representations for melodies. Pianists performed melodies dur-
ing training and test that contained the same serial ordering of pitches; the
hand and finger movements and the notated metrical structure were either
the same or different from training to test. Pianists performed as quickly as
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possible, and transfer of learning was measured by the difference in total
melody duration between the end of training and test. Each pianist partici-
pated in all conditions, and  “Filler” tunes (unrelated to the experimental
melodies) were performed by pianists between conditions to control for
carryover effects such as memory for earlier sequences.

METHOD

Participants

Sixteen adult pianists (mean age = 25 years, range = 18–48 years) were recruited from
the Columbus, Ohio music community. The pianists had 13.3 years of piano instruction on

Fig. 1. One training melody and four test melodies used in Experiment 1.
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average (range = 8–18 years) and a mean of 17.9 years of performing experience (range = 8–
40 years) and all reported being right-handed. Pianists received either partial course credit
or a nominal fee for their participation.

Materials

Four sets of eight isochronous melodies, each containing 13 quarter-note pitches (with
no rhythmic variation), were created for use in Experiment 1. Although the melodies dif-
fered in the hand and finger movements required to produce them, they were all designed to
be ergonomically simple (e.g., none contained any repeating fingers or large pitch intervals
that required repositioning of the hand). In a pilot study, eight skilled pianists, who did not
participate in Experiment 1, performed and rated 28 melodic sequences on how difficult
each melody was to perform with the notated hand and meter on a scale from 1 (very hard)
to 7 (very easy). The ratings revealed a subset of sequences with no significant rating differ-
ences that were included in Experiment 1; these were in different keys (half were major and
half were minor), and were relatively easy to perform. Codings of ergonomic complexity
(Parncutt, Sloboda, Clarke, Raekallio, & Desain, 1997) confirmed that the melodies were
equivalently easy. Thus, the sequences were designed to minimize any differences due to read-
ing difficulty, ergonomic requirements, or fits of the same pitch sequence to different meters.

Each set of eight sequences contained all combinations of clef (treble and bass), hand
and finger assignments (right and left), and meter (3/4 and 4/4) for a single melody.  The
serial order of pitches was preserved in all melodies within each set, but the meter and/or
finger movements were altered between sequences across hands. Therefore, changing the
motor movements changed both the hand and finger assignments, whereas the serial order
of pitches remained the same. The clef in which the melodies were notated was altered from
training to test so that the test sequence was never visually identical to the training se-
quence. Figure 1 shows one training stimulus and examples of the four possible test se-
quences. The remaining three stimuli for the set shown in Figure 1 are the same as Stimuli 2,
3, and 4 in the figure, but notated in the bass clef.

Four “filler” tunes, 13-note isochronous sequences for two hands based on arpeggiated
chords, were also composed. Fillers were composed in different meters (two were in 3/4 and
two were in 4/4 meter) and in different keys and were also different from the keys of the test
stimuli. Each filler required use of all five fingers in both hands, to reduce any motor carryover
effects between preceding and following sequences.

Equipment

Participants performed on a computer-monitored Boesendorfer 290SE Imperial Grand
piano (1.25-ms resolution); the same equipment was used in all experiments. Computer
software determined keypress onsets and offsets and identified pitch errors by comparing
the performance with the pitch information in the notated musical score.

Design and Procedure

Independent variables of motor movements (same or different hand/finger relationships
from training to test) and meter (same or different meter from training to test) were ma-
nipulated in a within-subjects design. The meter variable is referred to as Meter-same or
Meter-diff (different), and the motor variable is referred to as Motor-same or Motor-diff
(different). The four conditions were ordered according to a Latin square design, with a
melody from a different set assigned to each condition for each pianist. Each stimulus set
appeared equally often in each condition across pianists. The following variables were bal-
anced across subjects and conditions: whether the musical melody was performed by the
right or left hand, whether the melody was notated in bass or treble clef, and which stimulus
set was assigned to each condition. Thus, each participant received one training melody
from each set, as determined by the Latin square design that counterbalanced the remaining
variables. Hand and finger assignments for melodies were counterbalanced across both
conditions and performers.
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Participants completed the following procedure for each condition: They first performed
a filler sequence four times as quickly as possible. Then, they began a training session by
performing a training melody slowly until no errors were made (to ensure that any errors
were not due to perceptual or reading errors); all participants performed the training melody
without any errors within three pretraining trials. During the training stage, participants
performed the same training melody 10 times as quickly as possible. Next, they performed
a test melody four times as quickly as possible in the test stage. Examples of a training
melody and possible test melodies for each condition are shown in Figure 1. The same
procedure was repeated for the remaining three conditions, using a new filler and new
stimulus set for each condition. The dependent variables were total melody duration (onset
of last produced tone minus onset of first tone) and pitch error rate per trial.

RESULTS

Melody Durations

Figure 2 shows the mean melody durations of training and test trials for
Experiment 1 after outliers computed across subjects and conditions were
removed (12 of 896 trials were outside three standard deviations from the
mean). An analysis of variance (ANOVA) on sequence durations for only
the training trials by trial (10) and which transfer condition the training
trials preceded (4) indicated a main effect of training trial, F (9, 135) =
22.07, p < .01. There were no training differences across the four condi-
tions, indicating no group differences among pianists at baseline (practice).

Fig. 2. Mean melody durations of training and test trials in Experiment 1.
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The total sequence durations of the training trials were examined for evi-
dence of improvement following a power law. The correlation between
training trial number and sequence duration averaged over subjects and
performances indicated a significant negative relationship on both a linear
scale (r = -.94, p < .01) and a log-log scale (r = -.99, p < .01). A significance
test between dependent r’s (Cohen & Cohen, 1983) indicated that the log
relationship was significantly larger than the linear relationship, t (7) =
2.72, p < .05. Log-scale correlations within individual performers were
significant for all 16 pianists (range = -.77 to -.99, p < .01). As shown in
Figure 2, improvement in melody duration was greatest in the first few
training trials.

Transfer of learning was measured as the difference between the total
melody duration of the last training trial and the mean melody duration of
the four test trials. An ANOVA on the difference scores indicated a signifi-
cant main effect of motor condition, F (1, 15) = 11.34, p < .01, and a
significant main effect of meter condition, F (1, 15) = 7.39, p < .05, and no
interaction. Planned comparisons on the difference scores from training to
test suggested that changes in motor movements had greater effects on trans-
fer than did changes in meter. There were significant differences between
the Motor-same/Meter-same and Motor-diff/Meter-same conditions (p <
.05), and between the Motor-same/Meter-diff and Motor-diff/Meter-diff
conditions (p < .05). There were no significant differences between the
Motor-same/Meter-same and Motor-same/Meter-diff conditions, or between
the Motor-diff/Meter-same and Motor-diff/Meter-diff conditions. Perfect
transfer, defined as no significant change in sequence duration from the
final training trial to the mean of test trials, was observed for the Motor-
same/Meter-same condition only.

Differences in melody duration within the test trials indicated significant
main effects of condition, F (3, 45) = 5.27, p < .01, and trial, F (3, 45) =
8.58, p < .01, but no interaction. The difference in melody duration from
the last training trial (Trial 10) to the mean duration of the first two test
trials indicated a significant main effect of both motor condition, F (1, 15)
= 8.72, p < .05, and meter condition, F (1, 15) = 5.26, p < .05. The same
analysis on the difference between the last training trial and the mean dura-
tion of the last two test trials indicated a significant effect of motor condi-
tion only, F (1, 15) = 13.90, p < .01. Overall, these results confirm that
performers were able to adjust to a change in meter more quickly than they
were able to adjust to a change in hand and finger movements. There were
no effects of filler items or order of conditions on the results.

To evaluate whether the smaller effects of meter on melody durations
resulted from a failure to notice a change in notated meter for the test
melodies, hammer velocities (a measure of loudness) in the performances
were examined for evidence of metrical sensitivity; previous studies indi-
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cate that events in strong metrical positions are performed louder than
events in weak metrical positions (Sloboda, 1983; Drake & Palmer, 1993).
Events on beats 1 and 3 in 4/4 meter and on beat 1 in 3/4 meter were coded
as strong metrical positions, and the remaining events were coded as weak
metrical positions. Events in strong metrical positions were performed sig-
nificantly louder than events in weak metrical positions in the test melo-
dies, F (1, 15) = 13.78, p < .01, for melodies notated in both meters. Thus,
the weaker transfer of meter was not due to a failure to interpret the se-
quences as having a particular metrical structure.

Errors

The mean of pitch error rates (number of pitch errors divided by number
of notated pitches) was .016, indicating that pitch performance was close
to perfect in training and test trials. Duration errors were defined as events
whose IOIs were outside three standard deviations from the mean IOI of
the isochronous events. The mean of duration error rates (number of dura-
tion errors divided by number of IOIs) was .012, indicating that duration
performance was close to perfect in training and test trials. Neither pitch
nor duration error rates differed across trials or conditions.

DISCUSSION

Transfer-of-learning effects indicated that meter and motor movements
were retained in performers’ representations of musical melodies; perfor-
mances were slower when either the meter or the hand and finger assign-
ments of the musical sequences changed from training to test, with larger
transfer effects for motor movements. Motor movements had independent
effects from those of meter; changing one variable did not affect transfer of
learning for the other variable. In contrast, Palmer and Meyer (2000) found
that changes in motor movements had no transfer effects in skilled pianists’
performance of musical melodies. Temporal structures such as meter, which
were not investigated in Palmer and Meyer (2000), may increase the rela-
tive importance of motor movements in sequence learning. Rhythm, or the
relative timing of event durations, is another temporal structure that may
influence the importance of motor movements. The relationship between
motor movements and rhythm in sequence representations is investigated
in the next experiment.

Experiment 2: Rhythm and Motor Movements

In Experiment 2, the same transfer-of-learning paradigm was used to
evaluate rhythm and motor components of performers’ representations of
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melodies. In addition to hand and finger assignments, the rhythm (pattern of
IOIs) was manipulated from training melody to test melody. Again, the serial
ordering of pitch events was kept constant across training and test melodies.

METHOD

Participants

Sixteen adult pianists (mean age = 21 years, range = 16–45 years) were recruited from
the Columbus, Ohio music community. The pianists had 10.1 years of piano instruction on
average (range = 7–14 years) and a mean of 13.9 years of performing experience (range = 8–
40 years). Fourteen pianists reported being right-handed, and two reported being left-handed.
Two of the pianists from Experiment 1 participated in Experiment 2. Pianists received ei-
ther partial course credit or a nominal fee for their participation.

Materials

Four sets of eight melodies, each containing 19 pitches, were created for use in Experi-
ment 2. The required hand and finger movements were designed to be ergonomically equiva-
lent and easy, as in Experiment 1. The melodies were chosen from a pilot study in which
eight skilled pianists, who did not participate in Experiment 2, performed and rated 32
melodies on how difficult each melody was to perform with the notated hand and rhythm.
A subset of the sequences that yielded no significant rating differences was used in the
experiment; the sequences were in different keys (half were major and half were minor) and
were relatively easy to perform. Each set of eight sequences contained all combinations of
clef (treble, bass), hand and fingers (right and left), and rhythms (two for each set). Figure 3
contains an example of one training melody and four test melodies from one set. Each
rhythmic pattern, composed from a different combination of two different duration values
(e.g., quarter notes and eighth notes), repeated in each measure of a melody. The two rhythms
within each set were related such that one notated duration was replaced with the other
notated duration (quarter notes were replaced with two eighth notes, and two eighth notes
were replaced by a quarter note). This manipulation allowed the rhythm to change from
sequences at training to test, while keeping the total number of unique durations and the
total number of beats the same. Examples of the motor and rhythmic manipulations in
training and test melodies are shown in Figure 3. Four new filler sequences were composed
for Experiment 2 according to the same criteria as in Experiment 1.

Design and Procedure

The design and procedure was the same as in Experiment 1, except that the variables
manipulated from training to test included motor movements (same or different hand and
finger relationships, called Motor-same and Motor-diff, respectively) and rhythm (same or
different rhythm, called Rhythm-same and Rhythm-diff, respectively). A different filler item
was performed 4 times before each condition, and sequences from a new stimulus set were
used for each of the four conditions.

RESULTS

Melody Durations

Figure 4 shows the mean total melody durations of training and test
trials for Experiment 2 after outliers (durations outside three standard de-
viations from the mean) were removed (less than 1% of all trials). An
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ANOVA on melody durations for the training trials indicated a main effect
of training trial, F (9, 135) = 28.87, p < .01, and no differences across
conditions. Training trials were examined for evidence of a power law rela-
tionship between practice and sequence duration. The correlation between
training trial number and sequence duration averaged over subjects and
performances indicated a significant negative relationship on both a linear
scale (r = -.94, p < .01) and a log-log scale (r = -.98, p < .01). A significance
test between dependent r’s indicated that the log relationship was signifi-
cantly larger than the linear relationship (t (7) = 2.68, p < .05). Correla-
tions on the log-log scale were significant for all 16 pianists (r = -.78 to

Fig. 3. One training melody and four test melodies used in Experiment 2.
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-.99, p < .01). Most improvement in melody duration was seen early in
practice.

Analyses on the difference between the total melody duration of the last
training trial and the mean of the test trials indicated significant main ef-
fects of motor condition, F (1, 15) = 14.39, p < .01, and rhythm condition,
F (1, 15) = 7.99, p < .05, and no interaction. Planned comparisons indi-
cated significant differences between the Rhythm-diff/Motor-same and
Rhythm-same/Motor-same conditions (p < .01) and between the Rhythm-
same/Motor-diff and Rhythm-same/Motor-same conditions (p < .05). Per-
fect transfer (no significant change in sequence duration from the final train-
ing trial to the mean of test trials) was observed for the Rhythm-same/
Motor-same condition only.

Analyses on melody durations within the test trials also indicated signifi-
cant differences among the four conditions, F (3, 45) = 5.43, p < .01, and
among the four trials, F (3, 45) = 4.21, p < .01. There was also a significant
interaction between conditions and trials, F (9, 135) = 2.5, p < .05; as
shown in Figure 4, the Rhythm-same/Motor-diff condition did not asymp-
tote during test in the same manner as the other three conditions. Differ-
ences between the last training trial and the first two test trials indicated
significant main effects of motor condition, F (1, 15) = 14.6, p < .01, and
rhythm condition, F (1, 15) = 11.9, p < .01, and no interactions. The same
analysis on the differences from training to the last two test trials revealed

Fig. 4. Mean melody durations of training and test trials in Experiment 2.
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the same motor effects, F (1, 15) = 11.20, p < .01, and rhythm effects, F (1,
15) = 5.20, p < .05, and no interaction. These results confirm that both
rhythm and motor movements facilitated transfer from one melody to an-
other. There were no significant effects of filler stimuli or order of condi-
tions.

Errors

Pitch and duration errors were examined for transfer effects. The mean
pitch error rate was .014, indicating that pitch performance was close to
perfect in training and test trials. Duration errors were identified for the
rhythmically varying stimuli as follows (see also Drake & Palmer, 2000):
The mean IOI of each duration category (eighth-note, quarter-note, and
dotted quarter-note) was computed for each performance. IOIs more than
halfway between the mean of the correct duration category and the next
larger or smaller duration category were considered duration errors. This
method of identifying duration errors allowed some flexibility in the per-
formed tempo without unduly increasing the number of events coded as
duration errors. The mean duration error rate was .011, indicating that
duration performance was close to perfect in training and test trials. Nei-
ther pitch nor duration error rates changed significantly over trials or con-
ditions, due to the very low error rate overall.

DISCUSSION

Experiment 2 confirmed that rhythmic structure and motor movements
are retained in performers’ representations of musical sequences; pianists’
performances were slower when either the rhythm or the hand and finger
assignments were changed from training to test, with larger effects of rhythm
on transfer. Transfer of rhythm was observed even under speeded condi-
tions of performance, extending previous findings of rhythm transfer in a
simpler task (Summers, 1975). Effects of motor movements were indepen-
dent from rhythm in the transfer task; changing one variable did not affect
amount of transfer on the other variable. The failure to find an interaction
between temporal structure and movement in either Experiments 1 or 2
suggests independent temporal and motor components in performers’ rep-
resentations of simple melodies.

Experiment 3: Meter and Rhythm

Experiment 3 investigated whether the temporal structures of meter and
rhythm are represented independently in performances of novel melodies.
Pianists performed musical sequences in the same transfer-of-learning para-
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digm; the meter and rhythm of musical sequences were kept the same or
changed from training to test trials, while the motor movements and serial
order of the pitches remained the same (all melodies were performed with
the right hand).

METHOD

Participants

Sixteen adult pianists (mean age = 20 years, range = 18–25 years) were recruited from
the Columbus, Ohio music community. The pianists had 10.3 years of piano instruction on
average (range = 7–15 years) and a mean of 12.1 years of performing experience (range = 9–
17 years). All pianists reported being right-handed and had not participated in the previous
experiments. Pianists received either partial course credit or a nominal fee for their partici-
pation.

Materials

Four sets of eight novel musical sequences, each containing 19 pitches, were created for
use in Experiment 3 and were tested for their performance difficulty. In a pilot study, eight
skilled pianists who did not participate in Experiment 3 performed and rated 32 melodies
on how difficult each melody was to perform with the notated meter and rhythm, on a scale
from 1 (very hard) to 7 (very easy). The ratings revealed melody sequences that did not
differ significantly; these were in different keys (half were major and half were minor) and
were relatively easy to perform.

Each set of eight melodies contained all combinations of clef (treble and bass), meter
(3/4 and 4/4), and rhythm (two duration patterns). Figure 5 contains one training and four
test melodies from one stimulus set. All melodies were performed with the right-hand fin-
gers (motor movements were not manipulated in Experiment 3). The rhythmic patterns
were composed of eighth notes, quarter notes, and dotted quarter notes, and were 12 beats
long (three measures in 4/4 meter or four measures in 3/4 meter). To increase the metrical
ambiguity of each sequence, different rhythmic patterns were used from one measure within
each melody to the next; this helped prevent the rhythmic pattern from fitting one meter
better than another. Thus, the rhythmic patterns were more complex in Experiment 3 than
in Experiment 2. Four new filler sequences were composed for Experiment 3 according to
the same criteria as in the previous experiments.

Design and Procedure

Experiment 3 used the same design and procedure as in the other experiments, but with
independent variables of meter (same or different meter from training to test, called Meter-
same and Meter-diff, respectively) and rhythm (same or different rhythm from training to
test, called Rhythm-same and Rhythm-diff, respectively).  An example of one training melody
and its test sequences is shown in Figure 5. Melodies from a new stimulus set were used for
each condition, and a different filler was performed four times before each condition.

RESULTS

Melody Durations

Figure 6 shows the mean total melody durations of training and test
trials for Experiment 3 after outliers were removed (less than 1% of trials
were outside three standard deviations from the mean). An ANOVA on
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sequence durations for only the training trials indicated a main effect of
training trial, F (9, 135) = 55.48, p < .01, and no differences across meter
or rhythm conditions. The correlation between training trial number and
melody duration averaged over subjects and performances indicated a sig-
nificant negative relationship on both a linear scale (r = -.95, p <.01) and a
log-log scale (r = -.997, p < .01). A significance test between dependent r’s
indicated that the log relationship was significantly larger than the linear
relationship (t (7) = 2.69, p < .05). Individual correlations on the log-log
scale were significant for all performers (r = -.81 to -.99, p < .01). Total
melody durations improved the most early in practice for these rhythmi-
cally complex sequences.

Fig. 5. One training melody and four test melodies used in Experiment 3.
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Analyses of the difference in total melody duration between the last train-
ing trial and the mean of the test trials indicated a significant main effect of
rhythm condition, F (1, 15) = 21.14, p < .01, and no effects of meter condi-
tion. Planned comparisons among all pairs of conditions also suggested a
larger effect of rhythm than meter: There were significant differences be-
tween the Rhythm-same/Meter-same and Rhythm-diff/Meter-same condi-
tions (p < .01) and between the Rhythm-diff/Meter-diff and Rhythm-same/
Meter-diff conditions (p < .01). The Rhythm-same/Meter-same and Rhythm-
same/Meter-diff conditions did not differ significantly; nor did the Rhythm-
diff/Meter-diff and Rhythm-diff/Meter-same conditions.  Perfect transfer
(no significant change in total duration from the final training trial to the
mean of test trials) was observed for both the Rhythm-same/Meter-diff and
Rhythm-same/Meter-same conditions.

Examination of the melody durations within the test trials indicated sig-
nificant main effects of the four conditions, F (3, 45) = 8.34, p < .01, and
the four trials, F (3, 45) = 17.51, p < .01, and no interaction. Differences in
melody durations between the last training trial and the first two test trials
indicated significant main effects of meter, F (1, 15) = 6.93, p < .05, and
rhythm, F (1, 15) = 16.26, p < .01. The same analysis on the difference in
melody durations between the last training trial and the last two test trials
indicated a significant effect of rhythm only, F (1, 15) = 20.67, p < .01.
Similar to the findings in Experiment 1, the transfer-of-meter findings sug-
gest that performers were able to learn to change the meter more quickly

Fig. 6. Mean melody durations of training and test trials in Experiment 3.
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(within 4 test trials) than they could learn to change the rhythm. There
were no effects of filler stimuli or order of conditions on melody durations.

Errors

The mean pitch error rate (.009) and duration error rate (.01), defined
as in Experiment 2, indicated that performance was close to perfect in train-
ing and test trials. There were no differences in error rates across condi-
tions.

Comparisons Across Experiments

To evaluate the relative contributions of rhythm, meter, and motor com-
ponents to melody representations simultaneously, we compared the per-
formances from all experiments. Each melody was coded in terms of three
complexity measures: motor complexity (number of unique finger transi-
tions), rhythmic complexity (number of unique duration transitions), and
metrical complexity (number of measures). Motor complexity was coded
as number of unique finger transitions between successive sequence events
in each sequence (range = 10-13). Motor complexity refers here to a cogni-
tive measure of memory for the finger pattern, rather than ergonomic com-
plexity, which was controlled across the sequences. For example, a tone
produced with the thumb (1) followed by the third finger (3) at the begin-
ning of a sequence is one unique motor transition, but the same 1-to-3
finger transition occurring later in the same sequence is not unique. Rhyth-
mic complexity was coded as number of unique durational transitions be-
tween successive sequence events in each metrical position, ranging from 3
to 15. Rhythmic transitions were coded relative to metrical position be-
cause the rhythms were constructed in Experiment 2 to repeat across met-
rical positions. For example, a quarter note at the beginning of the first
measure followed by an eighth note is a unique rhythmic transition, but the
same rhythmic transition at the beginning of the next measure in the same
melody is not unique. Metrical complexity was coded as the number of
metrical groups (measures) in each melody, as indicated by notated vertical
barlines in each sequence, ranging from 4 to 5. As an example of the cod-
ing, the training stimulus in Figure 5 (Experiment 3) had a motor complex-
ity of 13,  a rhythmic complexity of 13, and a metrical complexity of 4,
whereas the last transfer stimulus in Figure 5 had a motor complexity of
13, a rhythmic complexity of 9, and a metrical complexity of 5.

Effects of motor, rhythmic, and metrical complexity were examined in
terms of the mean IOIs for each performance, in order to adjust for length
of melodies across the three experiments. Simple correlations across the
complexity variables for all training and test performances from all experi-
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ments indicated that mean IOI correlated positively with rhythmic com-
plexity, r = .45, p < .01, and with metrical complexity, r = .33, p < .01. The
correlation with motor complexity was small and negative, r = -.05. A
multiple regression analysis, predicting the mean IOI of each performance
from the three complexity measures was significant, R = .63, p < .01, and
the standardized regression coefficients for metrical and rhythmic com-
plexity were significant and positive. Performance was slower on average
for melodies that contained more rhythmic complexity (number of events
was controlled) and more metrical units. The same multiple regression analy-
sis was significant for training trials, R = .63, p < .01, and for test trials, R
= .65, p < .01, with significant standardized regression coefficients for both
metrical and rhythmic complexity (p < .05). The mean IOI for each perfor-
mance correlated significantly with metrical complexity (training: r  = .33,
test: r = .34) and with rhythmic complexity (training: r = .45, test: r = .46,
p < .01). Correlations with motor complexity were not significant. Thus,
the rate at which pianists performed the melodies across the three experi-
ments reflected the same underlying variables across training and test: rhyth-
mic complexity followed by metrical complexity contributed most to over-
all speed of performance, and motor complexity (in terms of unique finger
transitions) contributed least.

DISCUSSION

Pianists’ transfer of learning from one melody to another indicated greater
effects of rhythm than meter in representations of melodies; performances
were slower when the rhythm of the musical sequences changed from train-
ing to test, and only slower in initial test trials when the meter changed. A
new meter may have been easier to learn for a given melody than a new
rhythm because the rhythm changed in each measure (whereas the meter
stayed consistent). Comparisons across experiments confirmed that the rate
at which performers produced individual melodies were indeed influenced
more by the rhythmic complexity. The same temporal and motor variables
affected individual performances across experiments as affected transfer
between simple melodies: rhythmic complexity contributed most and mo-
tor complexity contributed least to overall rate of performance.

General Discussion

The meter, rhythm, and motor movements that pianists learned for one
musical sequence aided subsequent performance of another sequence, as
demonstrated in a transfer-of-learning task. No interactions were observed
among the temporal (meter and rhythm) and motor structures. In addition,
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the metrical and rhythmic complexity of a melody were predictive of the
rate at which pianists could perform the melody. These results suggest that
(1) redundancy in temporal structure facilitated speeded performance more
than redundancy in motor movements, and (2) motor features play a smaller
role in transfer of knowledge across melodies, at least for these moderately
skilled pianists. Overall, the findings are consistent with the general view
that representations of timing in sequence production are not effector spe-
cific (MacKay, 1982, 1987; Semjen & Ivry, 2001) and they extend previous
support for effector-independent sequence representations (MacKay &
Bowman, 1969; Palmer & Meyer, 2000) to temporal aspects of sequence
structure. Also consistent is the view that performers learn musical sequences
in terms of multiple levels of representation. We review those levels of rep-
resentation next.

MOTOR TRANSFER IN MUSIC PERFORMANCE

Performers’ representations for musical sequences showed some motor
transfer; performances of test melodies were faster when the hand and fin-
ger movements were the same at training than when they differed. This
finding contrasts with previous studies that did not find a motoric compo-
nent in transfer of learning, including transfer findings for reaction times
to patterns of lights (Cohen et al., 1990) and transfer findings for bilingual
speakers’ sentence durations (MacKay & Bowman, 1969). Palmer and
Meyer (2000) also found motor independence for skilled pianists’ melody
representations in a task comparable to the current study. Why would motor
independence exist for representations of some musical sequences and not
for others? The melodies used in the current studies varied in rhythmic and
metrical structures; perhaps temporal variations within a sequence increase
the overall difficulty of memory for motor sequences. Planning a series of
motor movements whose durations vary may engage a more complex mo-
tor program than that required for isochronous sequences, for which an
invariant rate might be captured in a single parameter value (Schmidt, 1975).

Another possibility is the greater motor demands on performance in the
current melodies; the musical sequences required finger movements that
were less redundant than those used by Palmer and Meyer. Eighty-eight
percent of the finger transitions in the melodies of Experiment 1 (with iso-
chronous event durations, comparable to those of Palmer & Meyer, 2000)
were unique, compared with 59% of the finger transitions in Palmer and
Meyer’s (2000) sequences. Thus, the less redundant motor sequences used
in the current studies may have accounted for larger motor effects in se-
quence learning. The finding that melody representations were effector in-
dependent only when temporal or motor demands were low is consistent
with findings that novice child performers’ representations of melodies are
more effector specific in nature than those of skilled adults (Palmer & Meyer,
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2000). The amount of motor transfer in music performance may be sensi-
tive to the motoric and temporal complexity of the task.

TEMPORAL TRANSFER IN MUSIC PERFORMANCE

Melodies were performed more rapidly when they retained metrical or
rhythmic relationships from previously performed melodies. Several re-
searchers have suggested that meter serves an organizing role in music per-
formance (Palmer & Pfordresher, in press; Shaffer et al., 1985). Shaffer et
al. (1985) suggest that meter functions as a timekeeper to control the tim-
ing of a music performance; Meyer and Palmer (1996) found evidence that
performers’ metrical interpretations influenced the timing of IOIs at differ-
ent metrical levels. These findings suggest that the hierarchical structure of
meter influences the early acquisition (learning) as well as timing of events
in music performance.  The novel finding of rhythmic transfer across musi-
cal sequences is consistent with proposals that IOI patterns are part of
motor programs (Schmidt, 1975; Vorberg & Wing, 1996). Both simple
rhythms (Experiment 2) and more complex rhythms (Experiment 3) were
performed faster when a previously performed melody shared the same
rhythm; the rhythmic pattern was repeated more often within each sequence
in Experiment 2, whereas the rhythmic pattern did not repeat in the se-
quences in Experiment 3 (in order to promote metrical ambiguity). In con-
trast to Shaffer’s proposal that musical rhythms are represented in terms of
motor (effector-specific) procedures (Shaffer, 1982; Shaffer et al., 1985),
the experiments reported here suggest that representations of rhythm were
nonmotoric (effector independent).

The same variables of temporal structure and motor movements that
affected transfer of learning across melodies were also predictive of the
tempo at which pianists could perform each melody. The more metrically
or rhythmically complex a melody was, the slower the melody was per-
formed. The rhythmic complexity contributed most to performance tempo,
similar to the transfer findings across experiments that indicated largest
effects of rhythm. Metrical complexity also affected tempo; the mean IOI
increased linearly with the number of metrical units in the melody, similar
to effects of utterance length on speech timing (Sternberg, Knoll, Monsell,
& Wright, 1988); speakers who produced lists of words under speeded
instructions showed a linear increase in the mean word duration as the
number of words in the list increased. Our findings of increased IOI with
number of metrical units (measures) suggest similarly that the number of
planned units influences the ability to perform quickly.

One question that arises is whether the findings from a speeded perfor-
mance task generalize to the more customary unspeeded music performance.
Although the speeded performance conditions were unusual for pianists,
the improvement they showed in performance rates during learning, which
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followed a power function, were typical of learning rates found for many
other skill acquisition tasks (Ivry, 1996; Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981);
sequence durations decreased more rapidly at the beginning than at the
end of practice. Furthermore, performers were able to produce rhythmi-
cally varying sequences as quickly as possible in Experiments 2 and 3; they
were able to maintain the different event durations (as evidenced by low
duration error rates) despite the speeded task instructions. Finally, the rate
of learning during training fit a power law function for melodies with and
without rhythmic variation across experiments. Thus, performers showed
similar rates of learning under speeded instructions as previously found for
music produced at normal (unspeeded) rates (Drake & Palmer, 2000) and
for production tasks in other domains (Ivry, 1996; Newell & Rosenbloom,
1981). These results suggest that similar cognitive processes operate for
speeded musical tasks as for other sequence production tasks.

In sum, meter, rhythm, and motor movements differentially influenced
pianists’ ability to transfer knowledge among musical sequences; rhythmic
and metrical aspects of melodies influenced transfer independently of mo-
tor movements; and the different temporal structures had independent ef-
fects on the amount of transfer. The relationship between timing and move-
ment has a long history in musical and psychological theory: in music, as
an analogy between physical motion and psychological motion in pitch
and time (cf. Clarke, 1999), and in psychology, as the consequence of in-
trinsic dynamics (Kelso, Holt, Rubin & Kugler, 1981) or central timekeep-
ers (Semjen & Ivry, 2001). These views allow for multiple levels of repre-
sentation that include effector-specific and effector-independent
representations. Our findings extend the effector-independent representa-
tions view to complex musical sequences that contain rhythmic and metri-
cal variation. Although pitch structure was held constant in these studies,
these findings point to a multileveled representation in performance, at
least for simple melodies in which pitch order does not vary. How tempo-
ral structure, motor movements, and pitch order combine in sequence learn-
ing requires further study.1
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